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Abstract
Perfectly matched layer has been used for solving anchor-loss limited quality factor in the Micro electromechanical systems. However, setting up a well-behaved perfectly matched layer requires users to change the parameters of a perfectly matched layer to give correct results, while the current existing methods for choosing the right parameters are vague and lack theoretical support. Based on the mathematical theory of perfectly matched layer and simulation results of a beam structure's quality factor, this paper proposes a method for choosing the parameter to optimise the performance of perfectly matched layer in COMSOL. The accuracy of the proposed method is proved by matching the effect of substrate height on beam's quality factor with theory prediction. The author also studies the effect of beam height and beam width on the quality factor of the beam. The results demonstrate that simulated quality factors are in agreement with analytical values when the ratio of height over length is small but will show great divergence when height equals the length. This trend can be observed for the beam width as well. Especially for larger ratio of beam width over beam length, instead of decreasing monotonously as analytical equitation would expect, the simulated quality factor will converge into a stable value of 1700, which matches the result of two-dimensional model for the same beam structure. This means that a three-dimensional model has to be used for estimating the quality factor of a beam structure.

1 INTRODUCTION

Micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS) have many applications and the control of energy loss has been one of the main issues during the design for MEMS [1]. The measurement parameter for the energy loss is the quality factor (Q factor) [2]. Depending on scale, geometry and material, the energy loss may come from material damping, air damping, thermoelastic damping or the radiation of elastic wave from an anchor (aka anchor loss) [2–7]. Among them, anchor loss is believed to be the main loss in high-frequency resonators [7].

In most designs, the resonating device is much smaller than the substrate it sits on and the bulk of the chip can be modelled as a semi-infinite half-space [8]. But in practice, most MEMS problems are solved via finite element method (FEM) or finite difference method (FDM). In order to simulate the design via FEM or FDM, a finite domain is required [9]. So in order to simulate the design as a semi-infinite space, adding an artificial absorbing boundary at a finite domain is essential [9]. There are many different absorbing boundary conditions, such as boundary dampers, infinite elements, boundary integrals, Dirichlet-to-Neumann (DtN) boundary conditions, and perfectly matched layer (PML) [8–15]. Among all the conditions, PML has the advantages of being easily implemented into FEM, economically low cost for computer power, and theoretically absorbing waves from any angle of incidence [14, 15]. And many researchers have been using PML installed in COMSOL for their own designs [16–24].

However, when PML is implemented within FEM (as shown in Figure 1), there are reflections from the end of the PML or the interface between PML and bounded domain [15]. Such reflections are related with a parameter defined as PML scaling parameter $\beta$ [15]. So in order to optimise the performance of the PML, users need to choose proper parameters [16, 20].
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However, the accurate method for setting up the parameters for using PML in COMSOL is not well studied.

Currently, there are two different widely accepted methods. The first method is proposed by Vikram and Mina [16]. They claimed that by sweeping a parameter defined as PML scale factor \( \alpha \) in COMSOL, one could find the minimum value of Q factor. If the minimum Q factors could match with the analytical estimates of Q factors for beams with various sizes, the corresponding parameters should be chosen for their own models [16]. This method has been adopted by some other researchers [17–19]. It can be seen that the accuracy of the analytical results is vital in this method. The analytical equation that Vikram and Mina used in [16] is a 2D model proposed by Hao [25], which in the following section the author will show that this analytical equation is not accurate.

The second method is suggested by Ali Darrishian et al. [20]. They suggested that \( \alpha \) should be kept as 1. Their simulations results showed that in the range between 0.2 and 2, the simulated Q factors are almost the same [20]. This method is based on their understanding and discussion with experts at COMSOL [20] and it has also been accepted by some researchers [21–24]. Although this method seems to be correct, the choice of \( \alpha \) and the range is vague. There is also a lack of theoretical support for these decisions. These two methods provide different ways to find the optimised parameters for the PML, which is confusing for researchers who need to use PML via COMSOL.

Author will first present the definition of \( \beta \) based on the theory from [15] and \( \alpha \) from COMSOL manual [26]. Then the link and the difference of \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) will be analysed by making comparison between the different definition equations of PML from [15] and [26]. The theory about how \( \beta \) affects the performance of the PML [15, 27] will also be presented here.

In this way, we can predict how the change of \( \alpha \) will affect the performance of PML. Afterwards, the author will combine the theory with a simulation result of a beam structure, and a new method to optimise the performance of PML in COMSOL will be proposed. The accuracy of the method is then validated by matching the simulation results of the effects of substrate height on beam’s Q factor with theory prediction. Finally the author studies the impacts of beam width and beam height on beam’s Q factor, showing that the current analytical equation is only reliable when beam length is much bigger compared to beam width and beam height. And a 3D model has to be used for simulating the Q factor correctly for a beam structure.

FIGURE 1 Schematic of the waves decayed in an ideal PML and in a discrete PML. In both situations, the wave will be attenuated and an addition of the PML will not affect the wave propagating inside the bounded domain. In an ideal PML, there will be no reflection at all. However, when PML is discretised within FEM, there will be reflections from the end of PML or the interface between PML and bounded domain. Such reflections depend on the value of a parameter defined as PML scaling parameter \( \beta \) [15]

### 2 | THE LINK AND THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN \( \alpha \) AND \( \beta \)

### 2.1 | The definition of \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \)

To be able to find the link and the difference between \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \), it is necessary to understand the theory of PML and how the parameter is defined, especially the definition of \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \).

It is worth mentioning that PML can be either interpreted as a coordinate stretching [15, 28] or a complex-valued change of material properties [15, 29]. Here, the author will focus on the understanding of coordinate stretching [15, 28].

Let us focus on a 1D elastic wave, consider a longitudinal wave propagating in a homogeneous, semi-infinite rod with axial coordinate \( x \in (0, \infty) \). Also, the wave travels at the speed \( \epsilon \), then the wave equation that describes this system is

\[
\frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial x^2} - \frac{1}{\epsilon^2} \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial t^2} = 0,
\]

where \( u(x, t) \) is the displacement. \( u(x, t) \) is a time harmonic function that can be described as \( u(x, t) = \hat{u}(x)e^{i\omega t} \), and its amplitude \( \hat{u}(x) \) is governed by a Helmholtz equation:

\[
\frac{d^2 \hat{u}}{dx^2} + k^2 \hat{u} = 0,
\]

where \( k = \omega/\epsilon \) is the wave number, and solution to the Helmholtz equation is

\[
\hat{u} = c_{out}e^{-ikx} + c_{in}e^{ikx}
\]

where \( c_{out} \) is the magnitude of the outgoing wave travelling from the origin towards infinity, and \( c_{in} \) is the magnitude of the incoming wave travelling from infinity towards the origin.

Now we can consider the Helmholtz equation under a change of coordinate. Define a continuous function \( \lambda(s) \), which is nowhere zero, and a new coordinate \( x^s \)

\[
x^s = \int_0^s \lambda(s)ds \quad \text{with} \quad \lambda(s) = 1 - i\sigma(s)/k,
\]

\( \lambda(s) \) is defined as stretching function, and it is related with attenuation function \( \sigma(s) \) [15]. As it is shown in Figure 2, let
The link and the difference between \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \)

After knowing the definition of \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \), now we can analyse the link and the difference between these two parameters. Comparing Equation (6) with Equation (5), it can be seen that in terms of the imaginary part of the coordinate, once all the other parameter decided, both \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) will have linear function with the change of the imaginary part of the coordinate.

From the previous part, we know that \( \beta \) will control how fast the wave will be attenuated and how further the coordinate will be stretched inside PML. When \( \beta \) is small, the wave inside the PML will not be attenuated quick enough before it reaches the end of the PML, and there will be reflection from the end of PML. Conversely, when \( \beta \) is too big, the mesh density mismatch at the interface between PML and bounded domain will increase due to big stretch in the coordinate. This mismatch will lead to an increased reflection [15].

Similar effect of \( \beta \) is also reported in [27]. As \( \alpha \) has the same linear function as \( \beta \) in deciding attenuation rate and coordinate stretching, it can be deduced that the change of \( \alpha \) will also lead to different numerical reflections and there will be an optimised value for \( \alpha \). This is why Vikram and Mina suggested to sweep \( \alpha \), so that they could find the optimised value for \( \alpha \) [16].

However, from Equation (6), it can be seen that \( \beta \) will also modulate the real part of the coordinate. Such setting could be useful for some other problems [30], but a modulation in the real part will alter the frequency slightly and Q factor calculated as \( |Re(\omega)|/2|Im(\omega)| \) is sensitive to the change of the frequency [31], where \( Re(\omega) \) and \( Im(\omega) \) are the real and imaginary parts of the angular resonator frequency \( \omega \) of the mode.

Due to this difference between \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \), there will be more restrictions for choosing the proper \( \alpha \) to optimise the performance of the PML. In the following subsection, the author will combine this theory with the simulation results of a beam structure. Based on the simulation results, a new method for optimising the performance of PML via COMSOL will be proposed.

3 | THE METHOD FOR OPTIMISING THE PERFORMANCE OF PML

To find out the influence of \( \alpha \) on the Q factor, the author studies the Q factor of the fundamental out-of-plane mode in a beam resonator as shown in Figure 3. The simulation setting is illustrated in Figure 3(a), the beam is described by length \( L \), height \( H \), and width \( W \). The beam is sitting on a sphere substrate with radius of \( W_{\text{sub}} \). A PML of \( T_{\text{PML}} \) thickness is attached to the substrate in all direction. By doing so, a finite domain will be effectively equal to an infinite domain [15]. A symmetry plane is applied in \( x-y \) plane to reduce the simulation time and power. Figure 3(b) shows the normalised total displacement of the fundamental out-of-plane mode.

To obtain the numerical result, the author randomly chooses the size of the beam to be \( L=10 \ \mu\text{m}, H=1 \ \mu\text{m}, W=1 \ \mu\text{m} \).
The material of the beam and substrate is chosen to be silicon, with density \( \rho \), Young’s modulus \( E \) and Poisson’s ratio \( \nu \) to be 2.230 kg/m\(^3\), 130 GPa and 0.3, respectively. For a beam with rectangular cross-section, its first bending eigenfrequency \( \omega_0 \) could be estimated by Euler–Bernoulli theory [32],

\[
\omega_0 = (1.875/L)^2 \sqrt{EH/2\rho},
\]

which is 12.07 MHz for our studied beam. As for calculating the Q factor of this mode, there are few different analytical equations. The author summarises these equations in the following subsection.

### 3.1 Analytical equations for calculating the Q factor of the beam

The first analytical equation for the Q factor of the fundamental out-of-plane mode of a clamped-free beam is provided by Jimbo and Hao [33]. It treated the vibration of a beam as an elastic wave and the support loss was not derived from the viewpoint of the resonant modes of a beam resonator, hence the expression is only closed form [33].

\[
Q \approx 2.1654 \frac{L^3}{H^3} \frac{E_b}{E},
\]

where \( E_b \) and \( E \) denote the Young modulus of the beam and substrate, respectively.

Afterwards, Hao derived an more accurate analytical equation based on above analytical equation [25]:

\[
Q = \frac{0.24(1-\nu)}{(1+\nu)\Psi} \left[ \frac{1}{(\beta \chi)^2} \right] \left( \frac{L}{H} \right)^3,
\]

where \( \nu \) is the Poisson’s ratio, \( \Psi \) is a coefficient related with mode displacement, \( \beta \) and \( \chi \) are mode constant and mode shape factor, respectively [25]. This analytical equation has been used to calculate the target value for choosing the best \( \alpha \) by Vibram and Mina [16].

Recently, many researchers have reported that the substrate height could heavily effect the Q factor of the beam structures [34–36]. Photiadis has showed that a resonator attached to a thick substrate can achieve several time higher Q factor than a resonator attached to a substrate with the same thickness as the resonator or a semi-infinite substrate [34]. Afterwards, an estimate equation for the Q factor is given by Judge when the substrate height is semi-infinite [35]. And Frangi has obtained a simulation result matching with this equation in a custom Fortran code [28]:

\[
Q \approx C \frac{L}{W} \left( \frac{L}{H} \right)^3,
\]

where \( C \) is a constant depending on the Poisson coefficient, with \( C = 3.45 \) for \( \nu = 0.25 \), \( C = 3.23 \) for \( \nu = 0.3 \), \( C = 3.175 \) for \( \nu = 1/3 \) [35]. Here the model will take \( C = 3.23 \) as \( \nu = 0.3 \).

In Table 1, the author summarises the analytical values for the beam structure studied in this paper. It can be seen Equations (7) and (8) are only related with beam length \( L \) and beam height \( H \), which is a 2D model. Equation (9) includes the information of beam size in all directions, which is a 3D model. In the following sections, the author will use a 3D model to study the method to optimise the performance of PML, and show that both Equations (7) and (8) are not accurate to estimate the Q factor for 2D model at the end of this paper.

### 3.2 The method for optimising the performance of PML

The author studies the Q factor of the beam as illustrated in Figure 3(a). To begin with, the author follows the geometry design and meshing setting suggested in [20]. The substrate width is set to be \( \lambda \) and PML is set to be \( 2\lambda \). In this way, the PML is placed enough far away from the origin of the vibration and PML is thick enough to fully absorb the propagation wave [20]. The distribution meshing is used for PML, and the amount of meshing node is 30. The beam and substrate is meshed with free tetrahedral and the quality is extremely fine defined via COMSOL.

Then \( \alpha \) is swept. The full spectrum of Q factor and frequency as a function of the \( \alpha \) is shown in Figure 4(a). It can be seen that the change of \( \alpha \) would affect eigenfrequency \( \omega_0 \), and a tiny variation in the frequency can induce significant change in the Q

![FIGURE 3](image-url) Illustration of the 3D model for the study of Q factor of the fundamental out-of-plane mode of a clamped-free beam. The beam is described by length \( L \), height \( H \), and width \( W \). And the beam is sitting on a sphere substrate with radius of \( W_{sub} \). A PML of \( T_{PML} \) thickness is attached to the substrate. A symmetry plan is applied in \( x-\gamma \) plane to reduce the simulation time and power. (a) Schematic of the model used for the study of Q factor of the fundamental out-of-plane mode of a clamped-free beam. (b) Normalised total displacement of the fundamental out-of-plane mode.
factor (when $\alpha$ is bigger than 100). This slight variation in $\omega_0$ is due to the $\alpha$'s modulation of the real part of the coordinate $\mu_2$. Although such a modulation of the real part of the coordinate could have advantages in certain problems [30], it will alter the frequency slightly and thus affect the Q factor which is sensitive to the change of $\omega_0$ [31]. The modulation of the real part of the coordinate displacement is shown Figure 5. It can be seen that different values of $\alpha$ would stretch the real part of the coordinate differently. And only when $\alpha$ is equal to 1, the real part of the coordinate will not be changed.

In Figure 4(a), it can also be seen that there is a region where the Q factor is at the bottom valley. Figure 4(b) shows the zoomed-in details in this valley. There is a region where both Q factor and frequency are flat, and the Q factor within this range matches with the analytical value of Equation (9). And the suggested sweep range from [20] is from 0.2 to 2, which covers this range. However, in the following section, the author will show that the flat range is not fixed and closely related with PML thickness.

We also simulate the same beam in the 2D model in the COMSOL (see Supplementary Information), and the same flat region can also be found and the simulated Q factor of 1660 is obtained within the region. This simulated result is about 20% smaller compared to the analytical value of Equations (7) and (8). In Section 5, we will show that our simulation results are more reliable. And the inaccuracy of the analytical values could be due to the fact that the coupling effect between the normal stress and shear stress [37] and the influence of Casimir force [38] are not considered in [23].

To summarise, a new method for optimising the performance of PML in COMSOL is proposed: with all the geometry size fixed, especially PML thickness, one could sweep the value of $\alpha$ in PML, and find the region the Q factor value is at the bottom valley. And the optimised value of $\alpha$ should be chosen from the region where both Q factor and frequency are flat inside this bottom valley.

### 3.2.1 Relation of PML thickness and the sweep range of $\alpha$

In [20], $\alpha$ is suggested to be swept from 0.2 to 2. However, the sweep range of $\alpha$ is not fixed. The author found out that it is directly related with the PML thickness based on the simulation results. Table 2 summarises the values of $\alpha$ and Q factor within the flat range for different PML thickness. It shows that the values of $\alpha$ will become bigger with the decrease in the thickness of the PML layer. And this is due to the fact that the attenuation rate has to increase to compensate the reduction in the PML thickness. The increase of $\alpha$ will enhance the attenuation rate inside the PML.

And we also note that if the PML layer is too thin, the Q factor will be higher than the expected value. This is due to the failure to fully absorb the wave when PML is too thin. This phenomenon has been reported by Frangi [28], and they gave an empirical rule for choosing PML thickness of $W_{\text{PML}} > \lambda/10$ in their custom Fortran code [28]. Our simulation results indicate a slightly wider range of $W_{\text{PML}} > \lambda/14$.

To summarise, the PML thickness could be varied within a certain range ($\lambda/14 < W_{\text{PML}} < 2\lambda$). For different $W_{\text{PML}}$, there will be an optimised value of $\alpha$. The thinner the $W_{\text{PML}}$ is, the bigger the optimised value of $\alpha$. With bigger $W_{\text{PML}}$, the $\alpha$ values of Table 2 should be chosen from.

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PML thickness ($\mu$m)</th>
<th>Stable range of $\alpha$</th>
<th>Q factor within the range ($\times 10^5$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>10–14.12</td>
<td>4.378–4.476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>6.3–8.9</td>
<td>3.422–3.518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>3.5–5</td>
<td>3.229–3.231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>1.77–2.51</td>
<td>3.229–3.231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>0.7–1.2</td>
<td>3.229–3.231</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIGURE 4  Q factor (black line) and eigenfrequency (red line) as a function of PML scale factor $\alpha$: (a) The full spectrum. As the $\alpha$ is swept, it can be seen that when $\alpha$ is above 100, there will be a change of 0.1 MHz in the frequency, leading to $10^3$ change in the Q factor, confirming that a small deviation in the frequency will affect the Q factor largely [31], and there will be a bottom valley at the value of Q factor. (b) The zoomed spectrum of this valley. And there is a range where eigenfrequency and Q factor are both flat and stable. The Q factor within this range will match with the analytical value of Equation (9). The suggested sweep range from [20] covers this region. (a) Full spectrum of Q factor (black line) and frequency (red line) as $\alpha$ is scanned from $10^{-2}$ to $10^0$. (b) Zoomed area from $\alpha=10^{-2}$ to $10^1$, where Q factor is at the bottom valleys of its value.
FIGURE 5 Normalised real part of the coordinate displacement real($\omega_n$) in x direction with different $\alpha$ form the model shown in Figure 3: it can be seen that the change of $\alpha$ will modulate the real part of the coordinate, resulting in a slight change of the frequency and such a small variation could lead to big change in the Q factor [31]. (a) Normalised real part of the coordinate displacement real($\omega_n$) when $\alpha = 10^{-3}$ (b) Normalised real part of the coordinate displacement real($\omega_n$) when $\alpha = 1$. (c) Normalised real part of the coordinate displacement real($\omega_n$) when $\alpha = 10^3$

computational complexity will also increase due to the increase of simulation area and meshing node points.

In the following section, the author will apply this method to study the effect of substrate height on the Q factor of the beam structure.

4 | THE IMPACT OF SUBSTRATE HEIGHT ON THE BEAM’S Q FACTOR

The impact of substrate height on the beam’s Q factor has been reported by different researchers [34–36]. And Photiadis has showed that a resonator attached to a thick substrate can achieve several time higher Q factor than a resonator attached to a substrate with the same thickness as the resonator or a semi-infinite substrate [34]. Here the author uses a thin plate model (as shown in Figure 6(a)) to analyse the impact of substrate height on Q factor of the beam.

The PML is added in the radial direction to make sure all the waves propagating in radial direction is well and fully absorbed. From previous study, a PML with 50 $\mu$m thick is used in this model, which will be enough to fully absorb the propagating wave. And we applied our proposed method to find the optimised $\alpha$ for the best performance of the PML (as it is shown in Figure 6(b) and (c), and a value of 3.98 for $\alpha$ is fixed here.)

Figure 6(d) shows the Q factor as a function of substrate width in the radial direction after the PML is properly set up. The result shows that when PML is placed far away enough from the origin of the vibration, the Q factor will become stable. And a thickness of 50 $\mu$m of substrate is used for our model.

Then the substrate height $H_b$ is scanned, and Figure 6(e) shows how the Q factor evolves with $H_b$. And the results are in good agreement with the theoretical predictions from [34]. Here some key points are marked in the Figure 6(e). The first marked point is 360 $\mu$m, where when the substrate height is below this value, the Q factor is predicted to increase quadratically with the substrate height [34] (details fitting see in the Supplementary). And then the Q factor would reach a maximum value at 460 $\mu$m, which is much higher compared to the value when substrate is semi-infinite [34]. And when substrate height is beyond 920 $\mu$m, the Q factor will converge to a stable value and its value is the same value that we get from the previous model illustrated in Figure 3(a), which confirms the fact that one could apply PML to a finite domain to mimic an infinite space [15].

So up to this stage, the accuracy of the our proposed method has been validated. In the following section, the author will investigate the effect of beam width and beam height on the Q factor with the new method. And the results reveal that: first the current analytical equations are only valid when beam length is much bigger compared to beam width and beam height; second a 3D model containing the size information of the beam in all directions as well as the substrate height has to be used for obtaining the correct Q factor of a beam structure.

5 | THE EFFECT OF BEAM HEIGHT AND BEAM WIDTH ON Q FACTOR

5.1 | Effect of beam height on Q factor

The beam height H is swept in the same model as we use in Section 3, and the $\alpha$ is optimised based on our proposed method. During the sweep, all the parameter for the PML will be fixed. Only the substrate width will increase in the direction of beam height, so that the PML is guaranteed to be far away enough from the origin of the vibration. And the results are shown in Figure 7. It can be seen from Figure 7(a) that the simulated frequency will shift further away from the predicted values by Euler–Bernoulli theory [32] with increasing $H$. Figure 7(b) also indicates the mismatch between simulated Q factor and analytical values of Equation (9) is getting bigger with the increase of $H$. It will eventually reach up to a 200% mismatch when beam height equals to the beam length. The results show that Equation (9) is only valid when the beam structure could be well described by Euler–Bernoulli theory. And when the aspect ratio of height to length is close to 1.0, the structure no longer constitutes a resonator, and it is hard to be excited to vibrate.
5.2 Effect of beam width on Q factor

The beam width $W$ is also swept. And all the geometry design and meshing setting are the same with the study of beam height. The results are summarised in Figure 8. Unlike the beam height, the change of beam width is not expected to change the frequency of the fundamental mode. However, our simulated results shows that the frequency will increase slightly from $11.498 \text{ MHz}$ to $11.82 \text{ MHz}$, but overall it is still within the estimated value of Euler–Bernoulli theory [32].
On the other hand, the Q factor shows a different evolution compared to the theoretical prediction of Equation (9). Figure 8(b) and (c) shows the zoomed details of the change of Q factor against the ratio of beam width over beam length. In Figure 8(b), it can be seen that in the region where the ratio is within 16, the simulated Q factor could be well estimated by Equation (9), with up to only 10% mismatch ratio.

However, when the beam width continues to grow, the simulated results will diverge from the analytical values. It can be seen in Figure 8(c), the predicted Q factor will decrease monotonously as the width increases. However, the simulated results show that the Q factor will undergo a slight increase first and then converge into a stable value of 1700.

The reason for the small bump could be the same reason for the peak in the Q factor as the substrate height $H_b$ changes, which is due to the match between the wavelength and the beam width. The resonance is formed in the width direction and leading to the increasing of the Q factor [34].

And it also brings to our attention that the converged Q factor in the 3D model matches with the simulated results of our 2D model. This can be explained by the plane strain theory in solid mechanics [39]. When the beam width is much bigger, both plane strain problem and plane stress problem belong to plane problem, and can be treated in unified approach [39].

This finding proves that our simulation results from the 2D model is accurate. From previous sections, we know that analytical values of Equations (7) and (8) are around 20% bigger than simulated results of the 2D model. It is believed that the reason for the inaccuracy in the analytical equations is coming from the restrictive decoupling assumption employed in the analytical derivation [24]. Table 3 summarises the results of analytical values of the 2D equations, the 2D model and the 3D model when Q factor is converged. Beams with different sizes are also simulated and the simulations results show the same conclusion (see in Supplementary).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Refereed resource</th>
<th>Jimbo [33]</th>
<th>Hao [20]</th>
<th>3D model (beam width is large)</th>
<th>2D model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eigenfrequency</td>
<td>12.07</td>
<td>12.07</td>
<td>11.82</td>
<td>11.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q factor</td>
<td>2165.4</td>
<td>2081</td>
<td>1700</td>
<td>1660</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 8** The results of beam width’s effect on the frequency and the Q factor. (a) The frequency and the Q factor as a function of the ratio of beam width over beam length. It can be seen that with the increase of the beam width, the frequency will slightly increase from 11.498 MHz to 11.82 MHz and the Q factor will become stable when beam width is large. (b) and (c) The details of the evolution of Q factor with beam width increasing. From (b) it can be seen that when the ratio is below 16, the simulated results fit well with analytical values with maximum 10% mismatch ratio, indicating that the analytical equation is valid in this region. However, when the beam width continues to grow, the simulated results show divergence with analytical values. Especially when the beam width is large, the Q factor will converge into a stable value of 1700, instead of decreasing monotonously predicted by Equation (9). (a) Frequency and Q factor as a function of the ratio of beam width over beam length. (b) Zoomed details of Q factor when the ratio is below 16. (c) Zoomed details of Q factor when the ratio is above 16.
CONCLUSION

The authors propose a new method to optimise the performance of the PML for the analysis of anchor-loss limited Q factor in COMSOL. The value of a parameter defined as PML scale factor $\alpha$ is proved to be crucial for the accuracy of simulation results. The proper choice of $\alpha$ will lead to the stability of both Q factor and eigenfrequency. Also, the accuracy of the method is validated by matching the simulation results of substrate height's impact on Q factor with the theory prediction.

The effects of beam height and beam width on the Q factor of the beam are also studied based on the proposed method. It shows that the current analytical equation for calculating the Q factor of the beam is only reliable when the beam could be well described by Euler–Bernoulli theory and when beam width is small.

Especially when the beam width is much bigger, our simulation shows that both the frequency and the Q factor of the 3D model will move closer to the results of the 2D model for the same beam. On one hand, this proves the accuracy of the 2D simulation results. On the other hand, it also shows that in 2D the widely accepted analytical equations will lead to errors up to 20% due to restrictive decoupling assumption. This means that a 3D model containing the substrate height and the beam sizes in all directions is crucial for obtaining the accurate Q factor for the beam structure. The robustness of this method will help to improve the accuracy in the prediction of the Q factor dominated by anchor dissipation in other MEMS resonators designs.
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